
TEAM RESCUEModular high capacity rucksack designed specifically 
for rescue. Equipped with bags and compartments to 
contain, protect and organize mandatory rescue 
equipment. Features a padded back, anatomical 
shoulder straps. Can be hoisted thanks to its robust 
top handle.

Backpack is available with inside bags (ref.0496), 
without bags (ref.0497). Bags are also supplied 
separately.

Outer dimensions: 36x25x63 cm
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5
kg

0496

3
kg

0497

Reflective
International

Rescue Symbol

Useful
top handle

Strong
YKK® zips

Fluorescent
Cordura 1000

Dupont®.
Waterproof.

Abrasion
resistant.

Padded ergonomic
shoulder straps.

Adjustable in length.
Can be detached and 
placed in the proper 
pocket on the back.

Outside pocket
for accessories
and documents

Reflective stripes
protected by 
plastic film

Chest strap

Comfortable
padded belt

Outside pocket
for accessories
and documents

Strong
plastic
buckles

Padded back
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Five modular bags made from
robust polyester fabric.
Completely padded for 

protection of items contained.
Available separately.

Vertical webbing
for bags fastening

Transparent poliurethane
pockets for containing

large items such as collars,
or general items 

(gloves, sphyigmomanometre,
aspiration tubes, etc..)

Zip pockets for 
accessories and
thoracic drainage
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Ref.049801 - DRUGS and SYRINGES BAG
Divided in two parts:

DRUGS (yellow)
Drugs section made by four pages with elastic bands
able to contain 25/40/40/9 ampules respectively, of any size.
Every page has a transparent pocket to house the description 
of the drugs in order to guarantee a fast choice of the ampules.
Last page has a transparent pocket to house other drugs (i.e.pills).

SYRINGES/VENFLON (red)
Consist of three transparent zip pockets where a large amount of 
syringes and venous cannulas may be stored, without risking to 
break the packagingmaintaning thus their sterility.

Ref.0498 - INTUBATION (red)
Special pockets are conceived
for housing laryngoscope and three
blades.
Elastic bands able to contain several
endotracheal tubes and accessories.
Large transparent zip pocket for any
other item needed for intubation.
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Ref.049802 - VENTILATION (blue)
Made by three transparent zip pockets
(one large and two small) designed to 
house ambu-bags, face mask, airways 
and tubes.

Ref.049803 - INFUSION (orange)
This bag may house up to 3 infusion bags
of 500ml each.
Infusion sets and other items may be 
stowed away in elastic compartments or
transparent zip pocket.

Ref.049804 - MEDICATION (brown)
Equipped with three transparent
zip pockets (one large and two small)
designed to contain all the medication 
stuff such as gauzes, sticking-plasters,
bandages, disinfectant, etc.
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